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SERVICE & PROFESSIONALISM – KEY TO CUSTOMER RETENTION

One of the most coveted feathers a company can have in its competitive bonnet is the willingness of
customers to recommend its products and services to others. Not only are fulsome testimonials cost 
efficient and effective forms of promotion, they are also indications of customers’ inclinations to remain
loyal over time. Yet, despite the clear benefits, many of today’s oilfield suppliers fall short in generating
any kind of palpable enthusiasm toward their products and services on the part of clientele, in part
because suppliers fail to understand the ingredients needed to engender customer devotion.
EnergyPoint’s data consistently show that performance in the area of service and professionalism —
generally defined in our surveys as the flexibility, responsiveness, and accountability a supplier shows
toward its customers — typically trumps such factors as technological prowess and geographic reach in
determining whether customers stick with suppliers.

SHIFTING FORTUNES AMONG THE BIG THREE

The connection between the level of service and professional-
ism exhibited by a supplier and customers’ willingness to rec-
ommend its products and services to others can be seen in the
long-term ratings and ratings trends of the industry’s three
largest global service providers – Baker Hughes (BHI),
Halliburton (HAL) and Schlumberger (SLB). In EnergyPoint’s
2004 and 2006 drilling and wellsite services surveys, Baker
Hughes led this pack of three in both sets of metrics. However,
Baker Hughes’ scores have since deteriorated significantly as
the company has embarked on a (seemingly) disruptive 
strategy to both deepen and broaden its capabilities and
global footprint. And if part of its objective is to look and
behave more like Schlumberger, our data suggest the company
might be succeeding. However, we doubt the lower service
and professionalism marks Baker Hughes is now recording in
our surveys, especially in the areas of flexibility and respon-
siveness to customers’ needs, was ever part of the master
plan. We are certain it is not what customers are demanding
these days as respondents continue to voice concerns on the
issue. Alternatively, the most compelling story among the big
three remains that of Halliburton, whose ability to effectively
maintain its service and professionalism ratings during periods
of record activity and demand has contributed to a notable
rise in the willingness of survey respondents to tout its prod-
ucts and services to others.

RETURNING FOR MORE

The impacts of service and professionalism as well as overall
customer satisfaction trends can also be seen in respondents’
expressed intentions to reuse a specific vendor within the next
year. On a 10-pt scale, 66.7% of Halliburton’s and 64.1% of
Schlumberger’s 2008 evaluators indicated the probability of
respective reuse of each supplier within the next 12 months
as “highly likely” (i.e., a “9” or “10” rating on a 10-pt
scale). Conversely, only 48.7% of Baker Hughes’ evaluators
indicated they were highly likely to reuse its services.
Differences in contractual obligations and size could have
influenced these results to some degree, but we doubt they
explain a significant portion of the gap.

ABOUT THE DATA

This report is based on findings from over 1,300 customer evaluations of Baker Hughes, Halliburton and
Schlumberger conducted as part of EnergyPoint’s 2004, 2006 and 2008 Drilling & Wellsite Contractors
Surveys. In exchange for participating, respondents were provided survey results in the form of
EnergyPoint’s MarketPartners® Reports, the 2004 and 2006 versions of which may be found at the 
company’s web site at www.energypointresearch.com.

MarketPartners® Update
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ABOUT ENERGYPOINT RESEARCH

EnergyPoint Research provides independent research regarding the oil and gas industry’s satisfaction with the products and services it purchases and uti-

lizes. The firm offers industry professionals and their employers opportunities to provide comprehensive and confidential feedback to suppliers through

objective and independent evaluation processes. In return for participating in our surveys, respondents and their employers receive complimentary survey

results in the form of EnergyPoint’s MarketPartners® Reports and Updates. Through the MarketPartners® Program, EnergyPoint regularly surveys significant

cross-sections of experienced industry participants involved in the selection and utilization of oilfield products and service providers. Survey participants

range from managers at some of the world’s largest energy companies to field personnel at independents and regionals. To learn more about EnergyPoint

Research and our benchmark surveys, go to www.energypointresearch.com  or call us in Houston at +1.713.529.9450.

DISCLAIMER

The information, data, commentary and analysis included in this report were collected, compiled and published by Energy Point Research, Inc.

(“EnergyPoint”) with the intent of providing readers with relevant, although not necessarily fully definitive, information as to customers’ satisfaction with

providers of certain products and / or services. EnergyPoint does not maintain or represent that the resulting information, opinions, and conclusions pre-

sented in this report necessarily reflect the perspectives of all customers and / or the complete market for the products and / or services covered in the

report. Readers are advised that surveys of the type upon which this report is based (and the resulting data, commentary and analysis) are inherently

impacted by certain factors including, but not limited to, sampling error, timing of data collections, respondents’ own product / service weightings, geo-

graphic distribution of customer bases, language barriers, access to the World-Wide Web and other facilitating mediums, ongoing competitive and market

dynamics, etc. Furthermore, EnergyPoint does not maintain or represent that the survey or this report includes all companies or parties that could be viewed

as providers of the products and/or services covered herein. Inclusion in or exclusion from the survey or this report should not be construed as reflecting

a company’s market share or prominence in any category of products or services.  

ENERGYPOINT (I) MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES OR COVENANTS AS TO THE ACCURACY AND/OR COMPLETE-

NESS OF THE INFORMATION, DATA, OPINIONS, COMMENTARY, ANALYSIS AND/OR ANY DIRECT OR INDIRECT RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUD-

ED IN THE SURVEY OR THIS REPORT, AND (II) DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL DAMAGES, COSTS, AND LIABILITIES WHATSOEVER TO THE RECIPIENT OR

READER OR ITS REPRESENTATIVES (TANGIBLE OR INTANGIBLE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, LOSS OF

PROFIT, LOSS OF MARKET SHARE OR LOSS OF GOODWILL) FOR ANY RELIANCE OR USE MADE BY THE RECIPIENT OR PURCHASER OR ITS REPRE-

SENTATIVES OF SUCH INFORMATION, OR ANY ERRORS THEREIN OR OMISSIONS THEREFROM. BECAUSE THIS INFORMATION IS IN-PART OPIN-

ION-BASED, THE RECIPIENT OR READER AND ITS REPRESENTATIVES SHOULD RELY SOLELY UPON THEIR OWN INDEPENDENT JUDGMENTS,

ASSUMPTIONS, ESTIMATES, STUDIES, COMPUTATIONS, EVALUATIONS, REPORTS, EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE WITH RESPECT TO ANY PAR-

TICULAR BUSINESS-RELATED DECISION OR CONCLUSION AND THE EVALUATION OF ANY POTENTIAL TRANSACTION, UNDERTAKING, STRATE-

GY OR OTHER INITIATIVE.
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